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IPLOGs are Linux based PLCs with support for writing user scripts
COM-IO modules support Modbus, M-BUS, RS485, RS232, 1-Wire and other standards
IO modules support a wide variety of analog I/O, digital I/O and relays outputs
IEC 61131-3 IDE and graphical SIMULand GUI for industrial and security applications
High security is assured by SSH, openVPN, SNMPv3, 802.1X and other tools used by IT experts
Highly durable hardware with integrated overvoltage protections
Operating temperatures from −40°C to +70°C

Typical Applications of the IPLOG System

versatility

INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION

PROCESS VISUALIZATION

MIOS or MODBUS IO modules and sensors allow for
the monitoring and controlling of environment
variables according to specified requirements.

IPLOGs can be easily integrated in 3rd party systems via
SNMP and EN 60870-5-104 protocols.

A wide range of inputs / outputs are
available directly in IPLOGs.
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IP CCTV SYSTEMS
IPLOGs are able to control IP
cameras via ONVIF protocol
and process images.

AO DO

GSM CONNECTIVITY
Measured values and alarms are
available online and they can be
send via e-mail or SMS messages.

IP WATCHDOG
Integrated IP Watchdogs
monitor the availability of IP
devices. In the event of a
problem an automatic restart
SNMP, e-mail or SMS
message will be triggered.

SMART METERING
IPLOGs can remotely collect values
of power, water and gas meters.

APP PLUGINS

OFF THE GRID SYSTEMS

Custom-made plugins integrate with 3rd
party security & automation systems.

IPLOGs are designed to be efficient and are
optimized for off-the-grid security or
automation systems powered from
renewable energy systems.
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Hardware
Programmable control units IPLOG have an outstanding modular design.
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Software
IPLOGs and their IO modules are suitable for a wide variaty of applications from industrial automation
and building required automation applications in security systems. IPLOGs can be configured in three
different ways.
GUI SIMULand.v4 for Easy Setup
SIMULand.v4 software is a very useful tool especially in
situations where you need to quickly configure a
simple system without knowledge of IEC or script
programming. Its main advantages are:
Graphical user interface
CHAT client with technical support
VPN client for remote help

SSH Console for IT Experts
IPLOGs are Linux based PLCs. Their large memory is
available for user applications. PLCs are delivered with
a standard set of tools. The user can download
additional packages from repositories. IPLOGs can be
programmed via scripts: Bash, PHP, Python

IEC 61131-3 IDE for Automation Professionals
IDE allows you to write code in any of the supported
IEC-61131-3 control languages:
Ladder diagram (LD)
Function block diagram (FBD)
Structured text (ST)
Instruction list (IL)
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